Staphylococcal Small Colony Variants Have Novel Mechanisms for Antibiotic Resistance


Over the past 4 years, a variant subpopulation of Staphylococcus aureus has been characterized that is defective in electron transport. These organisms grow slowly and are typical of the previously described small colony variants (SCVs). Indeed, many earlier papers included data that are consistent with defective respiratory activity in SCVs. We present a hypothesis that serves as biochemical basis for the development of SCVs. These variants are particularly interesting because they have been associated with very persistent infections, and they are more resistant to many antibiotics than normal S. aureus. Because of their slow growth, atypical colonial morphology, and unusual biochemical profile, they are easily missed or misidentified in the clinical laboratory. This is of some significance, as this subpopulation is more resistant to antibiotics than the parent population from which they arose. When an infection is particularly resistant to therapy, persists for a long period, or fails to respond to apparently adequate antimicrobial therapy, clinicians and clinical laboratory personnel should consider special efforts to search for SCVs.

Staphylococci are some of the most feared pathogens because of their ability to cause overwhelming sepsis and death. While many of these fears were alleviated with the advent of antibiotics, the emergence of staphylococci resistant to multiple antibiotics has renewed concern and led to the featuring of these organisms in both the lay [1, 2] and biomedical press [3–7] as a new threat in the postantibiotic era. Because vancomycin is the only drug with dependable activity against methicillin-resistant strains of Staphylococcus aureus [4, 6, 7], the emergence of some strains of S. aureus with intermediate resistance to vancomycin has heightened the fears of a pan antibiotic-resistant strain [3]. These concerns are reinforced by the existence of a number of species of gram-positive cocci that are vancomycin resistant, including some strains of coagulase-negative staphylococci [5]. A number of recent articles have addressed the problem of staphylococcal antibiotic resistance from the standpoint of classic forms of resistance, e.g., enzymatic degradation (production of β-lactamases and aminoglycoside modifying enzymes), altered penicillin-binding proteins (methicillin resistance), and enhanced export (quinolones) [4, 6–9]; however, staphylococci may have additional mechanisms for resisting therapy that extend beyond these classic mechanisms. In this review, we will present a hypothesis concerning a biochemical basis for the development of “phenotypic resistance,” wherein a subpopulation of organisms occurs as slow-growing variants that are more resistant than the original population to many commonly used antibiotics.

Prolonged Asymptomatic Persistence

Even when S. aureus is exquisitely susceptible to penicillin G, antibiotic therapy must be prolonged, and complete eradication of the organisms is not guaranteed [10]. For example, several years ago we saw a man who had a recurrence of a S. aureus infection that occurred following a shrapnel injury sustained in World War II. His infection was reactivated when he developed a hematoma following an ankle sprain. He had no other predisposing factors such as being immunocompromised because of vascular insufficiency, diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, or prednisone therapy. A symptom-free interval of >40 years had passed since he was apparently cured by treatment with penicillin G, and the organism was susceptible to 0.01 μg of penicillin G/mL. His nose was colonized with S. aureus that
were \( \beta \)-lactamase producers. His ankle apparently was still infected with a staphylococcal strain from the 1940s.

This case raises several questions. Where did the bacteria persist? What mechanisms allowed them to resist antibiotic therapy? What were the signaling mechanisms for the bacteria to become reactivated? Why must staphylococcal infections be treated for so much longer than other gram-positive bacterial infections to achieve a cure? How can such a virulent organism persist without causing symptoms for so many years? Answers to some of these questions may relate to more recent data on variant forms of staphylococci that may resist antibiotic therapy by ‘‘nonclassic’’ resistance mechanisms.

**Small Colony Variants**

Small colony variant (SCV) subpopulations of staphylococci have been described for many decades [11–53]. Aminoglycosides and penicillins were recognized as having higher MICs for some of these organisms [15, 21–24, 26, 27, 29–41, 54–60], but the mechanism for their increased resistance to antibiotics was unclear, and they were described as a heterogeneous population. Recently, we have proposed that most clinical SCVs can be tied together by a common thread, which is alterations in electron transport [57, 58]. A decrease in electron transport activity may also account for their resistance to several antibiotics as well as provide a mechanism for persisting within host tissues [57, 58].

Many SCVs are menadione or hemin auxotrophs. Staphylococcal SCVs are defined by colony size 10 times smaller than the parent strain [15, 21, 43, 57]. This small size of many clinical and laboratory SCVs on tryptic soy or Mueller-Hinton agar is often due to auxotrophy for thiamine, menadione, or hemin [16–18, 23, 24, 29, 42, 46, 49–51, 53–57, 58–61]. When the medium is supplemented with 1 \( \mu \)g/mL of these compounds, SCVs grow as rapidly as the parent strains [54–60]. The large majority of clinical isolates from our studies and from studies in the literature are auxotrophic for one of these three substances.

**Electron Transport and SCVs**

Menadione, hemin, and thiamine are required for biosynthesis of electron transport chain components. Menadione is isoprenylated to form menaquinone, the acceptor of electrons from nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH)/\( \text{flavin adenine dinucleotide (FADH}_2 \)) in the electron transport chain. Hemin is required for the biosynthesis of cytochromes, which accept electrons from menaquinone and complete the electron transport chain. Thiamine is required for menadione biosynthesis [61]; hence, thiamine auxotrophs are also menadione auxotrophs. Many previous reports also noted decreased respiratory or dye reducing activity in staphylococcal SCVs [16, 17, 23, 24, 29, 41, 49, 62], which is also consistent with reduced electron transport activity. Therefore, mutants in menadione or hemin biosynthesis will be auxotrophs and will be deficient in electron transport.

Reduced electron transport results in multiple phenotypic changes. Interruption of electron transport results in a decreased electrochemical gradient and reduced quantities of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Because ATP is used in so many cellular reactions, the phenotype of menadione or hemin auxotrophic \( S. \text{ aureus} \) SCVs differs markedly from that of the parent strain. At 18 hours, the colonies are very small, nonpigmented, and nonhemolytic [54–59]. SCVs have a weak coagulase reaction which may take 18–24 hours to become positive. Large amounts of ATP are required for cell wall biosynthesis; thus the slow growth leads to small colonies, and electron transport is directly linked to the biosynthesis of carotenoid pigments, rendering the colonies nonpigmented. The limited hemolysis and slow coagulase reaction is in part related to decreased amino acid biosynthesis and uptake (both energy-dependent processes); consequently, the biosynthesis of nonessential proteins for survival appears to be reduced. Biochemical reactions tested in the clinical microbiology laboratory show use of glucose and fructose but not mannitol or other sugars. Thus, SCVs are often difficult to recognize as staphylococci, and they may be misidentified by clinical laboratory personnel [54].

We have very recently reported a site-directed \( \text{hemB} \) mutant whose phenotype is that of a typical clinical hemin auxotrophic SCV [59]. The mutant organism grows slowly, is more resistant to antibiotics than the parent strain, shows reduced coagulase and hemolytic activity, and is able to persist within cultured endothelial cells; in addition, all of the phenotypic changes can be reversed by complementation with \( \text{hemB} \) or by the addition of hemin to the growth medium.

Staphylococcal SCVs are more resistant to antibiotics than the parent strain. An electrochemical gradient is required for the import of positively charged molecules, such as aminoglycosides and some lantibiotics, into the bacterium [55, 63]. Lantibiotics are positively charged, lathionine-containing, antibacterial peptides that are produced by a number of gram-positive bacterial species [64]. \( \text{S. aureus} \) SCVs are more resistant to lantibiotics and gentamicin [55, 63]. In addition, the slow growth of these organisms reduces the effectiveness of cell wall–active antibiotics such as \( \beta \)-lactams [21–23, 30, 34–36, 40]. With menadione or hemin auxotrophic SCVs, the resistance to antibiotics can be reversed by supplying the auxotrophic substance [54–59, 63].

**SCVs and the Clinical Laboratory**

SCVs present a challenge for susceptibility testing because the clinical isolates are often a mixed population of parent strains and SCVs [54, 65, 66]. Even a small percentage (e.g., 0.1%) of normally growing organisms will rapidly replace the SCVs in liquid medium in an overnight culture because the doubling time of normal \( \text{S. aureus} \) is \( \sim 20 \) minutes, whereas SCVs double in \( \sim 180 \) minutes; hence, the SCVs may be over-
grown to such an extent that they may not be included in the inoculum used for susceptibility testing. Furthermore, SCVs are not always stable once removed from the host, thus providing another possibility for not including them in susceptibility testing. On solid medium, the normal colonies are apparent within 18 hours, a time when SCVs are difficult to see. Consequently, these strains are again easily missed. Because SCVs and normal staphylococci have the same appearance on gram stain, there is no reason to suspect a mixed culture (normal and variant-growth types). With only the wild-type strain being tested, the more resistant SCV strain is not included in the testing, and a major reporting error will occur.

The slow growth of SCVs makes testing by disk diffusion or by automated overnight methods invalid because the colonies may be too small to be seen on agar or detected by optical density measurements in automated systems. Testing must be performed by broth or agar dilution MIC methods.

**SCVs, Biopolymers, and Resistance**

*Staphylococcus aureus* SCVs are not only more resistant when tested by classic methods, but they are also much more resistant to antibiotics when adherent to a biopolymer surface [67]. In one study, during logarithmic growth phase in broth or on solid phase (i.e., adherent to a polymer surface), both parent and SCV strains were susceptible to oxacillin, vancomycin, and fleroxacin; however, two orders of magnitude more of the SCVs than the parent strain remained alive (1–2 vs. 3–4 log10 reduction when antibiotics were at eight times the MIC) [67]. In contrast, stationary phase SCVs were much more resistant to killing with only a 10-fold reduction when in fluid phase and almost no reduction when SCVs were grown on a solid phase. Of the three antibiotics tested, fleroxacin reduced adherence, stationary phase SCVs almost one log10, whereas the other antibiotics had essentially no effect on colony counts [67]. Thus, while normal bacteria show a modest decrease in susceptibility when adherent, *Staphylococcus aureus* SCVs demonstrate a dramatic reduction in susceptibility once they are attached to a surface and have reached stationary phase, such that these adherent organisms have shown nearly complete resistance to the antibiotics that have been tested.

Staphylococcal SCVs may persist and resist antibiotic therapy in patients because they can survive within cultured endothelial cells. The reduced production of α-toxin by *Staphylococcus aureus* SCVs allows these bacteria to persist within mammalian cells [55, 59]. These variants are phagocytized by cultured endothelial cells, yet they do not damage the monolayer [55, 59]. This can be related to the reduced α-toxin production by *Staphylococcus aureus* SCVs. Similarly, site-directed mutants for α-toxin also persist within cultured endothelial cells [68]. This location within host cells will shield these variants from host defenses and from antibiotics that have a limited ability to cross the plasma cell membrane.

Antibiotics are not particularly effective against SCVs within endothelial cells. The activity of antibiotics against an *Staphylococcus aureus* menadione auxotrophic SCV strain, JB-1 [55], was tested by adding parent or SCV strains to cultured bovine endothelial cells [55]. After 3.5 hours, the monolayers were washed, and lysostaphin was added to kill the extracellular bacteria. Antibiotics were then added at 0–16 times the MIC, and the cells were then cultured for another 24 hours in a CO2 incubator. At 24 hours, a trypsin-EDTA solution was added to loosen the cells, and the cells were washed in phosphate buffered saline. Bacteria were released by lysis of the endothelial cells with distilled water plus gentle sonication, and plate counts were determined on trypticase soy agar. We found that clarithromycin, clindamycin, ciprofloxacin, and novobiocin plus rifampin were ineffective at killing intracellular SCVs (R. A. Proctor et al., unpublished observations). Methicillin at 16 times the MIC was marginally effective against the parent strain in that it reduced the number of colonies about one order of magnitude, but it had little effect on the SCVs. Combining menadione at 2 μg/mL with methicillin increased the killing of *Staphylococcus aureus* JB-1 so that it was killed as well as the parent strain.

Trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole was the most effective antibiotic, as it usually lowered counts of JB-1 two orders of magnitude, but rifampin or ciprofloxacin did not further enhance the killing. None of the antibiotics were able to sterilize the infected monolayer. The finding that a number of antibiotics that penetrate the plasma membrane were ineffective against *Staphylococcus aureus* SCVs was disappointing, but it is consistent with the difficulty in eradicating these organisms in patients [54].

**Recovery of SCVs from Patients**

Antibiotic therapy can produce SCVs. *Staphylococcus aureus* SCVs can regularly be harvested when broth cultures are exposed to gentamicin or other aminoglycosides [27, 55]. These variants are like the clinical isolates in that they are predominantly menadione and hemin auxotrophs [16, 17, 23, 24, 29, 46, 50, 51, 54, 57]. Anecdotal reports have associated SCVs with the use of antibiotics, often for prolonged periods, with the recovery of *Staphylococcus aureus* SCVs [15, 21–24, 26, 29–41, 54–60, 65, 66].

The frequency of *Staphylococcus aureus* SCVs among clinical isolates has not been established by prospective studies, except for the one blood culture study where stable SCVs were recovered from 1% of patients [18]. Because SCVs can be selected by chronic antibiotic exposure, we looked for their presence in patients chronically exposed to aminoglycosides.

To prospectively study a group of patients who frequently have staphylococcal infections and receive large quantities of aminoglycosides, we looked at consecutive cultures for patients with cystic fibrosis over a 33-month period [65]. We chose patients with cystic fibrosis because *Staphylococcus aureus* is the second most common pathogen isolated from these patients’ sputum specimens [69], and they receive large quantities of antibiotics. *Staphylococcus aureus* SCVs were recovered from >25% of patients with...
cystic fibrosis [65]. A total of 78 SCV strains were recovered from these patients and found to be menadione, hemin, and/or thymidine auxotrophs. Thymidine auxotrophy was the most frequent (53% of strains), and double auxotrophy with thymidine plus hemin auxotrophy was also seen frequently (32%). Overall, menadione or hemin auxotrophy were present in 47% of SCVs. The thymidine auxotrophy probably relates to the frequent and prolonged use of trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole as prophylaxis in these patients. The MICs of gentamicin for the SCVs were higher, and these organisms were resistant to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole.

As has been found in other clinical cases and animal models where SCVs are recovered, the SCVs were able to persist for a long period in patients with cystic fibrosis [65]. A clinical hemin auxotrophic SCV isolate from a patient with cystic fibrosis was able to persist within cultured endothelial cells [65]. When the SCVs were found in mixed cultures with normally growing S. aureus, either continuously or intermittently, the normal strain and SCVs proved to be clonal by pulsed-field gel electrophoretic analysis.

Some care must be exercised in the selection of media for susceptibility testing when thymidine auxotrophs are recovered because we found that some batches of Mueller-Hinton agar contained concentrations of thymidine that were high enough to cause reversion of an SCV to the parental phenotype, even though these batches were claimed to be “low thymidine.” Organisms with the normal phenotype are more susceptible to sulfonamide antibiotics [65]. In addition, the slow growth of SCVs might lead one to consider the use of a more enriched medium for susceptibility testing (e.g., brain-heart infusion medium; however, this medium contains relatively large amounts of menadione, which will relieve the SCV phenotype of menadione auxotrophs).

We monitored S. aureus isolates from patients with osteomyelitis [66]. This study included four patients with osteomyelitis who had recurrent disease following surgical placement of gentamicin beads in the infected bones. This represents another group of patients with chronic exposure to aminoglycosides. By comparison, no SCVs were recovered from the 10 patients with S. aureus osteomyelitis who did not receive gentamicin beads, and none of these 10 patients had recurrent disease. The SCVs were hemin or menadione auxotrophs, and they showed resistance to gentamicin [66]. This study does not necessarily indicate that gentamicin beads will not provide a net positive value in the treatment of osteomyelitis because more patients may be cured with gentamicin beads than without them. However, surgical placement of gentamicin beads essentially replicates the broth culture method for production of SCVs, where large numbers of S. aureus are exposed to gentamicin, and SCVs are produced with great regularity [27, 55]. Thus, if osteomyelitis recurs in patients after the use of gentamicin beads, clinicians should search especially hard for the presence of SCVs, as they are likely to be more resistant to antibiotic therapy.

The intracellular milieu of mammalian cells can also select for SCVs. When wild-type S. aureus strains were allowed to persist within cultured endothelial cells for 72 hours, SCVs were harvested at a surprisingly high rate [56]. The SCVs obtained from cocultivating endothelial cells with S. aureus were predominantly menadione auxotrophs, and they were more resistant to gentamicin than the normal strain, even though they had never been exposed to aminoglycosides. The rate of selection in host tissues exceeded the rate of selection that can be achieved by exposing S. aureus to positively charged antibiotics in vitro [56]. These observations help to explain the isolation of S. aureus SCVs from patients who have not received antibiotics [15, 17, 21, 33]. While the mechanism for SCV production within the intracellular milieu is unknown, we have found that a number of positively charged, bactericidal compounds (i.e., lantibiotics, gentamicin, and protamine) are able to select for SCVs (unpublished observations and [63]). Thus, SCVs can emerge and be more resistant than the parent strain to antibiotics, even in the absence of antibiotic pressure.

Potential Therapeutic Advantages to Controlling SCV Formation

While the association of electron transport defects in clinical SCV isolates occurs quite frequently, the factors that allow organisms to switch from one phenotype to another are unknown. Formation of SCVs at a relatively high rate may offer a survival advantage because they can persist intracellularly and resist antibiotics. If clinicians were able to control when the bacteria grow rapidly and when they form SCVs, this might be therapeutically valuable. For example, reversing the SCV phenotype by adding menadione enhances susceptibility to antibiotics and decreases the ability of the organisms to reside within cultured cells. Perhaps adding vitamin K (the isoprenylated form of menadione) to standard antibiotic regimens might reduce the rate of the development of SCVs or prevent the establishment of SCVs as chronic intracellular pathogens. This might be particularly valuable in the treatment of endovascular and bone infections, for which therapy currently must be very prolonged to assure eradication [10].

Development of the SCV phenotype may not always be a clinically disadvantaged situation. SCVs cause less tissue damage than do normally growing staphylococci because of their low production of exotoxins, and the presence of SCVs would be much preferable to that of a highly virulent pathogen in patients with acute bacteremia. The use of drugs that interfere with electron transport might be particularly valuable as a short-term measure if such drugs could rapidly turn off toxin production. Drugs have been developed that interfere with shikimate metabolism in Escherichia coli, and shikimate is a biosynthetic precursor of menadione [70]. We have recently examined the effects of an electron transport inhibitor on S. aureus and found that α-toxin production and damage to cultured endothelial cells was reduced (R. A. Proctor, unpublished ob-
servationss). Drugs such as these would not have to be bacteri-cidal and would represent a new class of anti–virulence factor drug. Allowing clinicians to control when S. aureus isolates grow rapidly and when they are SCVs might reduce the mortality associated with acute staphylococcal sepsis, reduce the length of therapy, and increase the rate of clearance of bacteria from persistently infected patients.

SCVs in Other Species

The emphasis of this review has been on S. aureus; however, coagulase-negative staphylococci have been reported to form SCVs, and these strains have been particularly difficult to clear from infected heart valves [35, 71]. Furthermore, a wide variety of other species are known to form SCVs (e.g., Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Salmonella typhimurium, Shigella species, Brucella abortus, E. coli, Lactobacillus acidophilus, Serratia marcescens, and Neisseria gonorrhoeae) [72–80]. Many of the SCVs from these species are described as respiratory deficient and/or have been characterized as deficient in electron transport [73–76, 79, 80]. These SCVs also display increased resistance to aminoglycosides.

SCVs and Spores

In many regards, SCVs can be thought of as spore equivalents of nonsporulating bacteria. Their reduced rate of growth and uptake of substances from the environment is very slow; hence, SCVs show some similarity to spores. One of the factors that favors both sporulation and SCV formation is limited nutrients in the medium, such as aged cultures, which favors both processes [33, 47, 52, 74, 80]. When B. subtilis sporulates, one of the early steps is a burst of menadione biosynthesis, which is followed by a complete shutdown of menadione production as sporulation proceeds [81, 82]. If exogenous menadione is added to the medium, then Bacillus cereus will not sporulate even when all of the conditions favor sporulation because menadione stimulates respiration and activation of spores [83]. Consequently, the biochemical strategy used during sporulation by Bacillus species is quite similar to the formation of menadione-auxotrophic S. aureus SCVs. Perhaps the ability to form SCVs is an evolutionary strategy for survival during times of limited resources and has now been adapted by pathogenic bacteria to survive within the host when the conditions are unfavorable, e.g., when antibacterial peptides and antibiotics are present. Clearly, the ability to form subpopulations of bacteria is of value to the microorganism as it offers additional possibilities for survival. The observation that this behavior is exhibited by many species suggests that it is important for bacterial survival.

Summary

Subpopulations of bacteria present several challenges to clinicians and clinical laboratory personnel. With S. aureus SCVs, the first challenge is finding and correctly identifying them as S. aureus. Next, susceptibility testing must be done by agar dilution or by broth MIC methods because the slow growth of the organisms will not allow accurate determinations by the disk diffusion method or automated methods. Susceptibility testing must be conducted with medium that has low levels of thymidine and menadione. The laboratory should be particularly alert for S. aureus SCVs when samples come from patients who have received long-term therapy or when an infectious disease has been unusually persistent, antibiotic resistant, or recurrent. However, the host milieu can select for S. aureus SCVs, which means that patients may have SCVs even when they have not received antibiotic therapy. The presence of sub-populations of bacteria that are able to persist within host cells also reemphasizes that the determination of MICs has major limitations for predicting efficacy of a drug. Finally, when these variant bacteria are established in stationary phase and adherent to surfaces, they are exceptionally resistant to antibiotics.
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